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Abstract: 

 

Analytic network process (ANP) methodologies are used in the research design to analyze how 

resources are allocated using a case-study methodology in specific pharmaceutical businesses. 

This explains the procedures for performing ANP analysis and the pair-wise scale used to 

collect data. An impact network of clusters and the nodes within the clusters makes up the 

fundamental structure for ANP, but for AHP it is a hierarchy. However, due to the interplay 

and dependence of higher-level factors like objectives on lower-level elements, some choice 

issues cannot be organized hierarchically. In the network, criteria and alternatives influence 

each other's relevance. Feedback enables us to plan for the future and decide what has to be 

done to bring about the desired future. In this article, evaluation of Indian pharmaceutical 

industry through analytic network process technique has been discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

A strategic decision problem, resource allocation, calls for respondents to come from top 

positions to participate in the process. Judgmental sampling was employed to make sure the 

proper respondents were chosen. According to Cavana, Delahaye, and Sekeran (2001), 
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judgmental sampling guarantees that the appropriate participants or respondents are chosen 

who are qualified to offer the necessary data. 

 

To ensure the accuracy of the data gathered, the sample frame for this case study was limited 

to respondents who held senior positions or worked in quality departments at the chosen 

organizations. Using Saaty's 9-point priority scale, the information was gathered from three 

respondents from each organization. 

 

Using Thomas Saaty's Super Decisions program, which is freely accessible on the website of 

the Creative Decisions Foundation (Creative Decisions Foundation, 2018, Beta version), the 

ANP model was developed and the data obtained were examined. The individual replies are 

combined, and the composite score for each company is determined using the geometric mean. 

According to Cheng, Li, and Yu (2005), the composite score represents the opinions of all the 

individuals who are a part of the same organization. Excel 2010 was used to determine the 

geometric mean 

THE ANP MODEL: 

 
 Before any data is collected, a conceptual model for the decision problem must be created. 

Since it serves as the foundation for all later efforts to address the decision problem, a 

conceptual model is the most important element of the qualitative component of ANP. The 

decision problem itself makes up the model's first level. 

  

The network's nodes stand in for the various parts of the system, and the arcs between them 

represent interactions. Arcs indicate reliance, while loops indicate internal dependencies 

among cluster members. 

 

The ANP model, developed to explore the interactions between the three different types of 

resources and the ten quality management strategies and their capacity to improve quality, is 

shown in the accompanying figure. The relationships between various node groups are shown 

by the arrows. 
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The ability to enhance quality (AEQ) goal cluster is so named. The three kinds of resources 

that affect each other's contributions to the implementation of various quality methods are HR, 

OR, and TR. An arrow entering and exiting the same cluster is used to symbolize this 

phenomenon, which is known as inner dependence. These resources aid in the execution of 

numerous tactics referred to as outer dependence. 

 

The main goal of employing ANP was to rank different resources and tactics and assign weights 

to them in relation to one another. The influence of two resources on the contribution of the 

third resource to the improvement of quality was calculated by ranking and weighting the three 

resources in relation to one another. The contribution of three different types of resources to 

their implementation, as well as each strategy's capacity to improve quality, were weighed and 

graded in relation to the ten quality strategies. 

Analytical Network Process Technique: 

 

Thomas L. Saaty, a mathematician, created the analytical network process technique to address 

poorly organized, complex decision problems. 

  

Because it permits both dependency within a set of elements (inner dependence) and 

dependence between separate sets of elements (outer dependence), the analytical network 

process (ANP) technique is a generic case of the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) technique. 

The ANP method is a broad theory of relative measures, claims Saaty (1999). From separate 

scales, composite ratio scales are derived using them. According to a control criterion, the 

individual scales indicate relative measures of the influence of various factors. Through its 

super-matrix, the analytic network process captures the result of dependencies and feedback 

inside and across clusters of elements. 

 

A super-matrix is made up of matrices of column priorities. ANP, in contrast to AHP, offers a 

basic framework to handle decisions without assuming the independence of elements within a 

level or the independence of higher elements from lower ones. On the other hand, ANP does 

not need to explain the levels of hierarchy because it employs influence as its primary notion 

to build a network of elements. 
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Two processes are combined to form the ANP. A control hierarchy or network of criteria or 

sub-criteria that regulates interactions makes up the first section. The network of influences 

between the elements and clusters makes up the second component. A different super-matrix 

of limiting impact is calculated for each control criterion, and the network changes depending 

on the criterion. All of these super-matrices are ultimately weighted according to the 

importance of their control criteria, and results are computed by adding all of the control 

criteria. Since ANP is non-linear, any decision problem can be represented without regard to 

what occurs before or after another element in the hierarchy. The ANP prioritizes both elements 

and groups, or clusters, as is frequently required in real-world situations. 

 

Incorporating dependent issues into the analysis is made easier with the help of the ANP. ANP 

models a problem with a systems-with-feedback approach and considers the interactions 

between decision levels and other qualities, whereas AHP uses unidirectional hierarchical 

relationships among decision levels. 

  

A psychological theory of measurement called the analytic network process (ANP) is based on 

a generalization of dependence and feedback from the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). It is 

predicated on the idea that evaluation of subjective feelings and understanding is not all that 

dissimilar from evaluation of the physical world, where experience and understanding are 

gained. Judgments and structures that represent an understanding of the flow of influences are 

necessary for the complex decision-making process. 

   

In ANP, the feedback structure resembles a network with cycles connecting its components to 

elements and loops connecting a component to itself, in contrast to AHP, where the feedback 

structure has a top-to-bottom kind of hierarchy. These components are no longer referred to as 

levels. The sources and drains in a network Source nodes, intermediate nodes, and sink nodes 

can all be found in a whole network. The source node never serves as the destination of 

important or influential pathways; instead, it serves as their origin. The intermediate nodes lie 

on cycles, fall on paths to sink nodes, or fall on paths from source nodes. Only source and sink 

nodes are present in certain networks, while only source and cycle nodes, cycle and sink nodes, 

or simply cycle nodes, are present in other networks. Any of the networks mentioned above 
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can be used to solve a decision problem, but the trick is figuring out how to prioritize the 

network's components, particularly the choice alternatives, and perhaps more importantly, how 

to defend the validity of the solution. Due to the limitless nature of cycling in ANP compared 

to AHP, the operations required to derive priorities become more difficult because feedback 

involves cycles. 

Applications of ANP Technique: 

 
Zero-order goal programming (ZOGP) and the ANP technique were combined by Lee & Kim 

(2000) to express the interdependencies between the criteria and potential projects for 

information systems. The research demonstrates that the interdependence property that results 

from group opinion can be taken into account in the decision-making process when ANP and 

COGP are combined (Lee & Kim, 2000). Karsak, Sozer, and Alptekin (2003) combined the 

Analytic Network Process and Zero Order Goal Programming (ZOGP) decision-making 

methodologies to take into account customer needs and product technical constraints while 

implementing quality function deployment in product design. The ANP technique enables 

taking into account the built-in dependencies in the deployment process of the quality function. 

 

For improved planning or evaluation decisions in the QFD Process, Lee, Wu, and Tzeng (2008) 

developed a decision-making technique based on quality function deployment (QFD) and the 

Analytic Network Technique. A case study approach to placement decisions for a shopping 

mall employing ANP as a decision-making technique is also demonstrated in the literature. 

ANP is a more potent tool to solve choice issues in cases where inter-relationships have a 

significant influence on decision-making models, according to a comparison of ANP and AHP 

strategies using the example of choosing where to locate a shopping mall. 

  

AHP has received high ratings across a number of metrics in research comparing the 

effectiveness of various multi-criteria decision-making procedures, including conjoint analysis, 

nominal group technique (NGT), Delphi, and AHP. The level of problem abstraction 

represented, the number of criteria that can be taken into account when formulating problems, 

the level of detailed analysis, the capacity to elicit elementary judgments, structural flexibility 

through inconsistency and compatibility measures that allow for improvement and aligning 
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perceptions, the capacity to facilitate the opinion of other group members, and the 

generalizability of mathematical foundations 

  

Analytical network processing (ANP) has also been used in a variety of decision-making 

situations, such as resource allocation for strategic quality management strategies in the food 

industry and to capture the interaction between firm resources and quality strategies, supplier 

selection, assessing intellectual capital, and logistics service provider selection. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

Sample Selection and Analysis: 

 
A strategic decision problem called resource allocation calls for replies to come from the senior 

management team (senior or middle-level managers) in the ranks of general manager and above 

who take part in the process of making strategic decisions. In order to assure the trustworthiness 

of the data gathered and that the appropriate respondent is chosen who is in a position to supply 

the necessary information, judgmental sampling was utilized. 

 

Using a standardized questionnaire created and used by Alidrisi H. M., respondents employed 

in senior positions or in the quality departments of the chosen firms are solicited to participate 

in the study. Three respondents from each organization provided information via a 

questionnaire that employed the Saaty (1999) 9-point pairwise comparison scale. 

Using Thomas Saaty's Super Decisions program, which is freely accessible on the Creative 

Decisions Foundation website (Creative Decisions Foundation, 2018, Beta version), the ANP 

model was developed and the data gathered was examined. 

Pair-wise Comparison: 

 

In ANP, relative importance values on a scale of 1–9 are calculated using ratio scale 

measurements based on pair-wise comparisons. In this case, a score of 1 denotes parity between 

two items, and a score of 9 denotes the great importance of one element relative to the other. 

By keeping the link between aji = 1/aij and aii = 1, where aij stands for the importance of the 

ith element in comparison to the jth element, the consistency of judgments in the pair-wise 
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comparison matrix is improved. In the first step of ANP, a network is built while taking into 

account all of the interactions between the components. Draw an arrow from group or cluster 

X to group or cluster Y to indicate the dependence, for instance, if elements of group Y are 

dependent on elements of group or cluster X. Pair-wise comparisons are used to assess each 

association. The priority of the items is determined in the second stage. 

 

The biggest issue with ANP/AHP is measuring intangibles since we must fit our entire universe 

of experiences into a system of priorities in order to fully comprehend it and how it operates in 

general. To create trade-offs between numerous objectives and criteria, qualitative judgments 

are frequently expressed mathematically. Instead of using a random number based on a person's 

recollection, reciprocal pair-wise comparisons that have been meticulously constructed in a 

scientific manner are employed. The smaller element is utilized as the unit in the paired 

comparisons, and the "larger element" is measured as the multiple of the "smaller element" as 

a unit with regard to the shared attribute or comparison criterion. 

 

So, rather than being arbitrary, judgments are more scientific. The ability of humans to compare 

extremely small and very large objects is restricted. Pairwise comparisons of components or 

alternatives that are very close or far apart are used to get around this restriction. The need to 

divide them into several groups and connect them through a common factor increases as the 

gap widens. All of the paired comparisons are combined to provide a scale of relative values 

for priorities. To avoid the inescapable discrepancies between judgments and since priorities 

must be invariant, the priorities are calculated in the form of the principal eigenvector of paired 

comparisons. 

 

A scale that is absolute is identity-transformed invariant. It implies that the meaning of its 

numbers cannot be changed to another set of numbers that have the same meaning. The 

priorities obtained from such numbers are likewise part of the absolute scale of relative 

numbers whose sum is one. 
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Steps of ANP: 

 

The relationships between the various components, both inside and across the levels of the 

decision network, must be established in order to create an ANP model. The network linkages, 

or connections between clusters of elements, take place at the factor level under the 

presumption that different factors interact with one another. 

  

The analytical network process is used in the current study to evaluate the allocation of three 

types of resources, namely organizational, technological, and human resources, and to 

determine which type of resources are thought to be necessary for implementing ten quality 

strategies in two pharmaceutical companies chosen as case studies. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

 

The identified strategies for three resources are ranked and given weight in this study using the 

ANP. Additionally, resources are ranked and given weight in relation to a set of ten quality 

strategies. Despite the fact that each strategy has unique resource requirements, ANP creates 

an overall ranking of resources by giving the demands of all strategies equal weight. 

Additionally, it evaluated each strategy's capacity to raise quality while ranking all the mutual 

support received from all the resources. 

 

Each resource contributes to implementing the ten quality management strategies, and it is 

presumable that three resources have an influence on one another's contributions to quality 

strategies. Each component of the hierarchy is regarded as independent in the case of ANP. 

ANP enables feedback loops to take into account resource interdependence in order to perform 

quality management. The three resources are ranked and weighed in relation to one another to 

address the interdependence among them. For instance, a 9-point scale is used to weigh and 

rank how organizational and technical resources affect the contribution of human resources to 

the implementation of strategic quality management plans. The identical process was carried 

out again for both organizational and technological resources. 
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Results demonstrate that organizational resources have a considerably greater impact on human 

resources than do technology resources. In Company A (CO.A) and Company B (Co.B), 

respectively, the impact of OR on HR is 57% and 69%. In Co.A and Co.B, respectively, 

technological resources have an impact on the contribution of human resources of 43% and 

31%. However, in the case of Company A, human resources have a 40% influence and an 86% 

influence on the organizational resource contribution. 

 

The findings show that in the instance of company A, technological resources are thought to 

have a greater impact on OR than human resources; however, this is not the case for company 

B, and vice versa for the impact of HR and OR on the contribution of TR. Since this is a case-

based study and every company has a different method for allocating its resources, it can be 

assumed that Company B values human resources more than Company A. Company A, on the 

other hand, places more emphasis on technology resources. 

 
The combined impact of the three resources on the adoption of quality strategies is shown. The 

findings show that while technical resources are just as important as human resources, the 

importance of soft components (HR and OR) is greater than that of technology resources. The 

importance of human resources is higher in firm B than it is for the other two resources. 

 

To determine the relative importance of different resources in the execution of each quality 

plan, the resources were compared and ranked against one another. The ranking is a sign of the 

resources required for each approach to be implemented successfully. To determine the 

importance of each resource in the successful execution of all ten quality strategies, the ten 

strategies were rated and weighed in relation to each other independently for each of the three 

resources. Last but not least, regardless of the available resources, the capacity of quality 

initiatives to improve quality was assessed by weighing and rating them relative to one another. 

  

Values for Company A and Company B's respective relative contributions of three resources 

to the successful execution of 10 quality methods are shown. The soft factors (combined human 

and organizational resources) have a relatively bigger implementation contribution in both 

firms. 
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Quality tactics in contrast to difficult components (technical resources). In implementing 

quality strategies like strategic quality planning (71%), total continuous learning (69%), quality 

culture (62%), employee management (78%), and resource management (77%), organizational 

resources are seen as crucial for implementing leadership and management, supplier 

management, customer focus, and quality information and management. The executives of Co. 

B. have given higher weight to human resources than to other organizational resources. 

  

When it comes to strategic quality planning, human resources are deemed crucial in the 

instance of Company A (55%). Human resources are essential for implementing leadership and 

management (31%), total continuous learning (35%), a quality culture (33%), and employee 

management (38%), but organizational resources are assigned more weight in putting these 

strategies into action, with respective weights of 49%, 40%, 51%, and 50%. The executives of 

Co. A rate organizational factors as being somewhat important for resource management (61%) 

and supplier management (57%). 

 

According to the ANP outcome shown that companies A and B received the three types of 

resources' actual support in executing ten quality methods. Although the rankings for the two 

organizations are different, it is clear that human resources are comparatively more important 

in adopting various quality strategies in both companies. 

 

The outcomes demonstrate each quality strategy's capacity to raise output quality. 

  

The information illustrates how three different types of resources were used in the execution 

of ten quality initiatives as well as how each strategy failed to increase quality. The findings of 

the three categories of resources' contributions to the implementation of quality strategies and 

the contributions of each strategy to improving quality are combined using ANP. 

Organizational resources, particularly quality culture (22.2%), are seen as crucial for executing 

quality strategies in firm A. 
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When adopting a design and process management strategy, technological resources are given 

more weight (18.4%). When it comes to establishing excellent leadership and management in 

business B, the roles of HR and OR are seen as being more crucial (22.4% and 26.1%, 

respectively), in addition to the more significant roles of HR in employee management (15.3%) 

and resource management (17.5%). 

  

In the case of company B, and to some extent in company A as well, the role of technological 

resources is more significant than organizational and human resources in implementing quality 

information and analysis strategies, supplier management, customer management, and resource 

management. All 10 strategies are not handled similarly since the three resources do not support 

each strategy equally, according to the data indicating the potential of each strategy to improve 

quality. It shows that not all strategies have the same capacity to improve quality. 

 

The findings concluded that the following factors have a stronger capacity to improve quality: 

quality culture (QC), quality information and analysis (QIA), design and process management 

(DPM), strategic quality planning (SQP), employee management (EM), and leadership and 

management (LM). The findings suggest that human resources are more crucial in putting these 

quality methods into practice. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

The outcomes of the ANP analysis show that all three resources have an impact on how well 

other resources contribute to the implementation of strategic quality management. There are 

soft and hard components to the strategic quality management elements. According to the 

study's findings, soft factors play a bigger role in the successful application of quality strategies 

than do hard ones. Additional comparisons showed that some of the solutions have excessive 

and others inadequate resources. For the best use of resources, the chosen pharmaceutical 

companies may review their judgments about resource allocation. Finally, it can be deduced 

from a comparison of organizational resources and soft elements, i.e., human resources and 

soft elements, that human resources are comparatively more important for the achievement of 

strategic quality management in the Indian pharmaceutical sector. 
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